Abstract. Negation is frequently found in every language, and many logicians or linguists have been carrying out research on it. Their investigations are, however, mostly confined to the languages of Europe. Although some of them pay attention to non-European languages, we can hardly find research on negation in Korean. In this paper, we carry out contra-linguistic analysis of four aspects of negation in Korean and English. First, we compare the expressions of negative elements in Korean and English sentences. Second, we contrast the types of negation in Korean with those of English. Third, we draw a distinction between Korean and English in what decides the scope of negation. Finally, we contrast the answers to questions which contain negative elements.
Introduction
Negation is a process that turns parts of a statement into its opposite. (Blanco and Moldovan, 2011: 228) Negation is a linguistic, cognitive, and intellectual phenomenon. Ubiquitous and richly diverse in its manifestations, it is fundamentally important to all human thought. (Lawler, 2007: 1) Negation is such an important part of thinking and the speech act that many linguists, logicians, and psychologists have been carrying out research on it. Some significant contributions to research on it have been made by Dikken (2006) , Schwarz and Bhatt (2006) , Yong-Sok Ri, Yong-Yun Kim, Gwang-Chon Ri Swart (2006) , Bernini and Ramat (1992) , and Haspelmath (1993) . Their investigations are, however, mostly confined to the languages of Europe. Although some others like Kahrel (1996) pay attention to languages in the areas outside of Europe, they focus on non-European languages besides Korean.
Similar to any other language, Korean has a number of ways to express negation. Some of them are similar to those of non-European languages, while others are different from them. The difference between them causes some difficulties to foreigners who learn Korean and to Koreans who learn a foreign language. Therefore, we are going to investigate the difference and apply our research result to teaching Korean or foreign languages, which will help learners to overcome the difficulties and make their learning more effective.
Furthermore, it becomes more significant to conduct a detailed study of similarity and difference in expressions of negation in different languages with rapid development of language processors. Especially, the clarification of the difference in expressions of negation between input language and output language will improve the quality of the machine translation system.
We think that readers can easily understand negation in the Korean language, which may be less familiar in comparison with English, which is an international language. So our research subject includes not just Korean but also English.
In this paper, we carry out contra-linguistic analysis of four aspects of negation in Korean and English. First, we compare the expression of negative elements in Korean and English sentences. Second, we contrast the types of negation in Korean with those of English. Third, we draw a distinction between Korean and English in what decides the scope of negation. Finally, we contrast the answers to questions which contain negative elements.
Contrast between Korean and English in the expression of negative elements
Languages generally have ways to express negation, that is, something that corresponds to the first-order logic connective ¬. (Swart, 2006: 199) In most linguistic and logical frameworks it is generally assumed that all negative sentences are analyzable in terms of an abstract negative element added to a positive sentence. (Kahrel, 1996: 2) In English negative sentences, the abstract negative element is "not". This is illustrated by the following extract from Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (2009 The same grammatical function as the English word "not" is performed by the negative adverb " (an)/ (ani)", " (mot)" or the negative adverbs " The negative meaning is expressed by the negative adverb " (an)" in (1a), the verb " (antha)" in (1b), and the adjective " (antha)" in (1c). Here a question may be raised. Is the Korean negative word " (antha)" a verb or an adjective? It becomes a verb when it follows and denies a verb in a sentence. But it becomes an adjective when it follows and denies an adjective in a sentence. It is because one important criterion for classification of Korean verbs and adjectives is morphologic peculiarity. In other words, a word is a verb if the ending postposition " (nȗnda)/ (nda)" may come after it. And a word is an adjective if the ending postposition " (ta)" may come after it. For those who are not fully aware of Korean grammar, an ending postposition is a Korean grammatical particle which is the last part of the predicate and indicates the end of the sentence.
(2) a.
(verb) nanȗn chaegȗl ingnȗnda. I a book read I read a book. b.
(adjective) i kkochȗn taedani arȗmdaptta. This flower very is beautiful. This flower is very beautiful.
That is why the Korean word " (annȗnda)" in (1a) is a verb which negates the action "go" while the Korean word " (antha)" in (1c) is an adjective which negates the property "big" .
In English, negation is marked by words (e.g. no, never) or affixes (e.g., -n't, un-). (Blanco and Moldovan, 2011: 228) as well as "not". Kahrel (1996) focuses on negative sentences which do not include the word "not". This study will be concerned with the analysis of negative sentences which in English are expressed by negative indefinite forms such as no N, none of the N, nobody and nothing. (Kahrel, 1996: 1) The other English words besides "not" which have a negative meaning include "no", "none", "no one, nobody", "nothing", "nowhere", "few/little", "never", "seldom/rarely", "no longer", "hardly/ scarcely", "neither/ nor" and so on. (Eastwood, 2002: 18) Such negative words cannot be found in Korean. Herein lies another considerable difference between Korean and English in expression of negative elements.
The negative meanings of these English words are not expressed by a single word but by means of combination of a negative word and an interrogative pronoun or an adverb of degree in Korean sentences, which is illustrated by the following English-Korean translation. ... ) (jomchȏrȏm ...annȗnda)". It is because Korean, unlike English, does not have negative synthetic forms such as nothing. (Kahrel, 1996: 1) Due to the differences in the expression of negative elements, Korean and English have a different typology of negation.
Contrast between Korean and English in the types of negation
Negation can be classified according to different criteria in Korean and English.
Dik (fc.) distinguishes four semantic types of negation in English: predicate negation, predicational negation, propositional negation and illocutionary negation. (Dahrel, 1996: 18) Predicate negation is confined to the predicate itself. In English, this type of negation is usually expressed morphologically, as in the following examples:
a. unintelligent b. meaningless c. non-constructive (Kahrel, 1996: 18) According to Dik, predicational negation is characterized as the objective statement of the non-occurrence of some state of affair whereas propositional negation is seen as the subjective denial of the truth of a proposition. In English the distinction between these two types of negation is achieved by prosodic means and therefore it is not immediately apparent in the written language.
Illocutionary negation in Dik's sense of the term is confined to negative performatives such as the following:
a. I do not order you to leave. b. I do not promise to come to the party. (Dahrel, 1996: 22) The criterion for this semantic classification of negation is at what level of clause structure a sentence involves a negative operator.
The difference between Korean and English in the types of negation is revealed most clearly in the term negation. Kahrel (1996) mentions as follows:
The languages of Europe differ considerably from those in other areas of the world in regard to the expression of term negation. Constructions used in Europe are seldom found outside of it; and term negation types prevailing outside of Europe hardly occur in it.
The analysis of European languages would lead one to expect that all languages have negative synthetic forms such as nothing; yet, as we shall see, this is not the case. While English, apart from nothing, also has the form 'not anything', in other languages term negation can only be rendered a verbal negator and an indefinite pronoun. (Dahrel, 1996: 1) Whereas Korean has no term negation, it has other types of negation which cannot be found in English. Negation in Korean is classified according to the expression of the negative operator. As mentioned in Section 2, there are various expressions of negation in Korean such as " (an)/ (ani)", " (anida)", " (antha)", " (mot)", " (mothada)" and " (malda)". These expressions have different nuances of meaning, which differentiate types of negation. According to the nuances of meaning, Negation in Korean is classified into three types: simple negation, ability negation and action negation.
Simple negation is made by adding a Korean negative operator " (an)/ (ani)", " (anida)" or " (antha)" to a positive sentence. It means that "doing not", "being not" or "having not" is the will or nature of the subject of the sentence.
(5) a.
(positive sentence) Nam Sunȗnȏje kohyangȗro kata Nam Su yesterday to his hometown went Nam Su went to his hometown yesterday.
b.
Nam Sunȗnȏje kohyangȗro an kata Nam Su yesterday to his hometown didn't go Nam Su didn't go to his hometown yesterday. c. Namsunȗnȏje kohyangȗro kaji anatta (past tense of (anta)) Nam Su yesterday to his hometown didn't go Nam Su didn't go to his hometown yesterday.
The sentences (5b, 5c) are simple negation and they negate the meaning of the sentence (5a).
They are different in that the sentences (5b) uses the negative adverb " (an)", whereas the sentences (5c) use the verb " (anta)". In making a negative sentence, the usage of the verb " (anta)" is possible in every case but the usage of the negative adverb " (an)" is limited. Generally, the negative adverb " (an)" is not proper in the sentences, the predicate of which is an adjective, a substantive, or a verb made by adding the Korean suffix " (hada)" to a noun. It is not proper in the sentences with long predicate, either.
(6)a.
(Non-standard) Urinȗn kȗrȗlan ponbakketta.
b.
(Non-standard) Sunhȗinȗn taehagean iphakhatta.
c.
(Non-standard) Sȏhaebadanȗn tonghaebadachȏrȏman saeparatha.
d.
(Non-standard) Oginȗn an choeudȗngsaengida. Generally, the above sentences are incorrect because they include the negative adverb " (an)". They become correct and possible negative sentences when the negative adverb " (an)" is replaced with the negative verb " (anta)" or " (anida)".
(7) a. Urinȗn kȗrȗl ponbajji ankhetta (future tense of (anta)). We him follow will not We will not follow his example.
Sunhȗinȗn taehage iphakhaji anatta (past tense of (anta)). Sun Hui university enter did not Sun Hui didn't enter the university. Some Korean linguists call a negative sentence like (7d) "object negation". In such sentences the predicate consists of a substantive. In this sentence (7d) the Korean adjective "anida" is added to the " (oginȗn choeudȗngsaengida)." So it negates the fact that Sun Hui is an honor pupil. But after all, it is not the negation of ability or action, and thus it belongs to simple negation.
Ability negation is made by adding the negative adverb " (mot)" or the negative element like " (mothada)" to a positive sentence. It means that a certain action is impossible to perform not because of the will of the subject of the action but because of his inability or some other reasons.
(8) a.
Chȏlsunȗn kohyange katta. Chol Su to hometown went Chol Su went to his hometown.
b. Chȏlsunȗn kohyange motkatta. Chol Su to hometown couldn't go Chol Su couldn't go to his hometown.
c. Chȏlsunȗn kohyange kaji mothatta. Chol Su to hometown go couldn't Chol Su couldn't go to his hometown.
The sentences (8b, 8c) are the ability negation of the sentence (8a). The sentence (8b) uses the negative adverb and the sentence (8c) uses the verb like simple negation. In ability negation, too, the usage of the negative verb " (mothada)" is proper in every case but the usage of the negative adverb " (mot)" is limited. (Non-standard) Suninȗn chȏrirȗl mot ponbadatta.
(Non-standard) I kirȗn mot phyȏngthanada The sentences (9) are incorrect because they include the negative adverb. In this case, it is more proper to use the negative element " (mothada)".
(10) a.
Ogsuninȗn kongbuhaji mothatta (past tense of (mothada)). Ok Sun study didn't/couldn't Ok Sun didn't/couldn't study.
Sunyonginȗn chorirȗl ponbajji mothatta.
Sun Yong Chol Su follow didn't/couldn't Sun Yong didn't/couldn't follow Chol Su's examples.
c. I kirȗn phyȏngthanaji mothada. This road even surface has not This road has not an even surface.
The word " (mothada)" in the sentences (10a, 10b) is a verb but " (mothada)" in the sentence (10c) is an adjective. The Korean negative word " " becomes a verb when it follows and denies a verb in a sentence. But it becomes an adjective when it follows and denies an adjective in a sentence.
Putting all accounts together, the main difference in the components of simple negation and ability negation lies in the difference between the negative adverbs " (an)" and " (mot)". The negative adverb " (an)" indicates that an action is not performed because of the will or nature of its subject and negative adverb " (mot)" implies that an action is not performed because of the subject's inability or some other reason.
(12) a. nanȗn kȏgokȗl mothanȗngȏsi anira anhanda. I it cannot but don't It's not that I can't do it but I don't do it.
b.
Nanȗn kȗgokȗl anhanȗngȏsi anira mothanda. I it don't but cannot It's not that I don't do it but I can't do it.
The sentence(12a) means "It's not that I can't do it but I don't do it because I don't want it." and the sentence (12b) implies "It's not that I don't do it but I can't do it because it's impossible for me though I want to do it."
The meaning difference between the negative adverbs " (an)" and " (mot)" in Korean is not exposed clearly in English.
(13) a.
Nanȗn sukjjerȗl haji anatta. I homework do did not I didn't do my homework.
Nanȗn sukjjerȗl haji mothatta. I homework do didn't I didn't do my homework.
The English translation of both sentences (13a, 13b) is usually "I didn't do my homework.". It shows that it's not expressed clearly whether the speaker didn't do his homework according to his will or he couldn't do it because of certain subjective or objective conditions. It doesn't distinguish the meaning difference between the negative adverbs " (an)" and " (mot)" in Korean.
In the translation of Korean into English, some other expressive means must be used in order to convey clearly the meaning difference of the negative adverbs " (an)" and " (mot)". So the example sentence (13b) must be translated into English like this -"I couldn't do my homework." or "I wasn't able to do my homework." -to show its exact meaning.
The act negation sentence is made by means of the Korean negative verb " (malda)". It is a kind of negative sentence by which a speaker asks (tells) the listener not to do a certain action or suggest to the listener that they do a certain action together.
The simple negation and ability negation are applicable to a declarative sentence and an interrogative sentence but not applicable to an imperative sentence. On the contrary, the act negation is applied to an imperative sentence.
Nȏnȗn yȏnghwagwane kaji marara (imperative form of " (malda)"). you to the cinema go don't Don't go to the cinema.
Uri raeil haesuyokjjange kaji malja (imperative form of " (malda)"). We tomorrow to the beach go let's not Let's not go to the beach tomorrow.
The imperative sentence that shows the act negation as in the above examples is rendered into the negative imperative sentence in English; that is, "
(mala)" is expressed by "Don't" and " (malja)" is expressed by "Let's not".
(13) a. Don't go to the cinema.
b. Let's not go to the beach tomorrow.
As mentioned above, Korean has simple negation, ability negation, and action negation which cannot be found in English, whereas it has no term negation.
Contrast between Korean and English in the elements determining the scope of negation
First, it is a common phenomenon in Korean and English that the scope of negation is changed according to the context or situation. (14) "Jayȏnbohorȗl wihaesȏ i sane tȗrȏgaji masio". Nature preservation for this mountain climb don't "Don't climb this mountain for nature preservation."
The sentence (14) is an action negation sentence. In this sentence, the scope of the action negation expressed by the verb " (malda)" is ambiguous, and therefore, a listener or reader finds it difficult to grasp the meaning of the sentence correctly apart from a particular context or situation. The first possible meaning of the sentence is that you must not climb this mountain to protect nature, whereas the second possible meaning is that you must climb this mountain not for nature preservation but some other purposes.
In other words, in the first sense of the sentence the action of "climb this mountain" is negated, and in the second sense of the sentence the action of "preserve nature" is negated. The English version of the sentence (14) is "Don't climb this mountain for nature preservation.", in which the scope of negation is also changed according to the context or the situation.
Second, the scope of negation in Korean and English also depends upon intonation or pause. (16) Yȏngoginȗn ppȏsȗro phyȏngyange kaji anatta. (past tense of (antha)) Yong Ok by bus to Pyongyang go didn't Yong Ok didn't go to Pyongyang by bus.
The above sentence is also an equivocal sentence that connotes two meanings. The sentence itself is ambiguous because it is not clear whether the negative verb " (anatta)" negates the action of "going by bus" or the action of "going to Pyongyang". The meaning of negation in this sentence is determined by intonation, that is, to what part of the sentence a speaker gives pause. If "Yong Ok" is followed by a pause in the sentence like "Yȏngoginȗn/(pause) ppȏsȗro phyȏngyange kaji anatta.", it means that the action of "ppȏsȗro kada" (go by bus) is negated. In this case, the sentence implies that Yong Ok went to Pyongyang not by bus but by other means of transport such as car or train. On the other hand, if "ppȏsȗro" is followed by a pause in the sentence like "Yȏngoginȗn ppȏsȗro/(pause) phyȏngyange kaji anatta.", it means that the action of "phyȏngyange kada"(go to Pyongyang) is negated. So the sentence uttered as above implies that Yong Ok went by bus not to Pyongyang but some other place.
In English too, the scope of negation is changed according to intonation. The focus is usually more difficult to identify than the scope, especially without knowing the stress or intonation. With only taking into account single words, there are four possible focuses (wavy underline) for Your children don't hate school. Each of them encodes different meanings:
-Your children don't hate school; some children hate school, but not yours. -Your children don't hate school; some of your relatives hate school, but not your children. -Your children don't hate school; your children do not hate school, but they harbor a negative attitude towards school. -Your children don't hate school; your children hate something, but they do not hate school. (Blanco & Moldovan, 2011: 230) Third, in Korean, unlike English, the scope of negation is changed according to To (a Korean grammatical particle or a postposition), for example, according to what kind of To is added to the subject behind it.
(17) a.
Sunhȗinȗn ppȏsȗro kaji anatta. Subject+To by bus go didn't b. Sunhȗiga ppȏsȗro kaji anatta. Subject+To by bus go didn't In the above sentences, the subject of the first sentence is followed by postposition " (nȗn)", and the subject of the second sentence is followed by postposition " (ga)". From an informative viewpoint, " (SunHuinun)" is old information and " (ppȏsȗro kaji anatta)" is new in the sentence (17a) and vice versa in the sentence (17b). In the sentence (17a) the object of negation is not " (Sunhȗi)" but " (ppȏsȗ)", which means that Sun Hui went not by bus but by other means of transport. In the sentence (17b) the object of negation is not " (ppȏsȗ)" but " (Sunhȗi)", which means that it is not SunHui but someone else who went by bus.
However, in English, the scope of negation is determined by the position of "not". The English version of the example (17) is as follows; (17) a. Sun Hui went there not by bus.
b. Sun Hui didn't go there by bus. / It is Sun Hui that didn't go there by bus.
As seen above, the scope of negation in a sentence is determined by various kinds of To (postpositions) in Korean, whereas it is shown by the position of "not" in English.
Contrast between Korean and English in the answers to a negative interrogative
Korean and English are different in the way of answering a negative interrogative sentence.
As for an interrogative sentence in Korean, there are two kinds i.e. whquestions and yes-no questions.
A wh-question is an interrogative sentence that has a question word. The answer to the question is, generally, about the question word in the sentence. (18) There is no difference between Korean and English in the answer to wh-questions.
But, in case of a yes-no question, there is no question word in the Korean sentence. So the answer is the judgment about the truth of the whole sentence and usually, it begins with " (ye)" or " (ani)". If there is a word showing negation in a yes-no question, the answer is different in Korean and English. (19) nȏnȗnȏje hakkyoe kaji anattanni You yesterday to school go didn't? Didn't you go to school yesterday?
In English the answer to such a question is "Yes, I did" if the hearer went to school, and "No, I didn't" if he didn't go.
(21) a.
Hakkyoe kaji ankhessȗmnikka? to school go will not?
Hakkyoe kaji mothagessȗmnikka? to school go will not?
The sentence (21a), as seen above in the sentence (20), carries the meaning of suggestion, imperative, and confirmation. But the sentence (21b) means imperative or confirmation. Unlike sentence (21a), the sentence (21b) does not mean suggestion, and in terms of imperative, it has a stronger meaning than the sentence (21a).
A negative interrogation sentence (like 21b) that uses the negative adverb " (mot)+verb?" to show the meaning of imperative is proper when the listener is the speaker's junior or subordinate. So in normal Korean linguistic culture, the expression " ? (hakkyoe kaji mothagenni?)" is used more often than an expression like " ? (Hakkyoe kaji mothagessȗmnikka?)". In Korean the degree of imperative meaning shown by the negative adverb " (an)" and " (mot)" is different, but in English, this meaning is expressed by almost the same sentence as (20b). Korean language can express the detailed difference in the degree of imperative, which is one aspect of its advantages.
Conclusion
Korean has some peculiarities in expressions of negative elements, types of negation, elements deciding the scope of negation, and the answers to questions which contain negative elements.
In Korean the negative elements are expressed by words such as " (an)/ (ani)", " (anida)", " (antha)", " (mot)", " (mothada)" and " (malda)". These expressions have different nuances of meaning, which differentiate types of negation. According to the nuances of meaning, negation in Korean is classified into three types: simple negation, ability negation, and action negation. Simple negation shows that a certain activity is not done due to the will of its subject and ability negation means that a certain action is impossible to perform because of his inability or some other reasons. Action negation means that a speaker suggests to a hearer that they shouldn't do a certain activity, or it tells him not to do it.
